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Prerequisites

The knowledge resulting from having completed the course "Political Economy," that is, an understanding of
the basics of the economy and a knowledge of the great features of the evolution of the world economy and
international relations.

Objectives and Contextualisation

This course aims to provide an overview of modern theories of the international economy from the standpoint
of empirical and theoretical as well as more extended analysis tools.

The first part of the course focuses on the most important issues of international trade theory and basic
monetary policies. This is the theory of international trade since its inception (Ricardo's theory) the current
state of the art. The course also introduces students to current issues of trade theory, especially as it relates to
the role of trade policies on economic development and its impact on the macro level.

The second part deals with the main problems associated with monetary transactions and international
financial markets.

Finally, the course also provides information about international institutions involved in the decision making of
the application of trade and trade policies.

Skills

Political Science and Public Management
Applying the discipline's main theories and different fields to real practical and professional problems.
Arguing from different theoretical perspectives.
Demonstrating good writing skills in different contexts.
Distinguishing the discipline's main theories and different fields: conceptual developments, theoretical
frameworks and theoretical approaches underlying the discipline's knowledge and different areas and
sub-areas, as well as their value for the professional practice through concrete cases.
Identifying sources of data and conducting bibliographic and documentary searches.
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Interpreting and applying English texts in an academic way.
Managing the available time in order to accomplish the established objectives and fulfil the intended
task.
Realising effective oral presentations that are suited to the audience.
Showing a good capacity for transmitting information, distinguishing key messages for their different
recipients.
Synthesizing and critically analysing information.
Working autonomously.
Working in teams and networking, particularly in interdisciplinary conditions.

Learning outcomes

Analysing and explaining the economic dimensions behind public policies.
Analysing the impact of structuring factors of the economy and international trade (institutions, policies,
and actors).
Analysing the management of human resources, the dynamics and sectoral structure of active
population and the functioning of labour market.
Arguing about the impact of international organizations on trade and international economy.
Arguing from different theoretical perspectives.
Assessing the role of the public sector as an economic agent.
Critically arguing the operations of the institutions and economic actors.
Critically assessing the options in the economic policies taken by the Spanish governments since the
Transition.
Demonstrating good writing skills in different contexts.
Describing the central elements of the Spanish production structure: the agricultural, industrial, and
service sectors.
Describing the ecological taxation and its relationship with the principle of sustainability.
Describing the Spanish foreign sector: the dynamics of import/export, foreign investments in Spain and
Spanish investments abroad.
Describing the stages of the Spanish post-1960 economic development.
Diagnosing specific situations and economic problems.
Efficiently describing forms of public intervention concerning the economic system.
Explaining political principles and impact of (distributive and redistributive) tax policies on economic
inequality and social equity.
Explaining the consequences of a fiscal reform and changes on the government's tax issues.
Explaining the main characteristics of the economic policies of western governments.
Identifying sources of data and conducting bibliographic and documentary searches.
Interpreting and applying English texts in an academic way.
Managing the available time in order to accomplish the established objectives and fulfil the intended
task.
Realising effective oral presentations that are suited to the audience.
Reflecting on the proposals of current economic policies, in several fields (financial, fiscal, incomes
policy, etc.) and several territories (World, Europe, Spain).
Showing a good capacity for transmitting information, distinguishing key messages for their different
recipients.
Specifying the roles, dimensions and structure of the public sector in the economy.
Synthesizing and critically analysing information.
Working autonomously.
Working in teams and networking, particularly in interdisciplinary conditions.

Content

Trade theory of Ricardo. The theory of Heckscher-Ohlin trade and its evolution. The new trade theory in
conditions of imperfect competition and its empirical application. The movement of factors and foreign direct
investment. Trade policy and economic integration. Institutions worldwide trade: from GATT to the WTO.
Monetary problems and the system of international payments. International monetary crises. Some case
studies on current empirical evidence.
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Methodology

lectures

practical classes

Activities

Title Hours ECTS Learning outcomes

Type:
Directed

Autonomous 88 3.52 21, 27

Evaluation 8 0.32 2, 1, 7, 5, 6, 11, 14, 16, 17, 20, 24, 23, 26, 27

Guided 15 0.6 7, 18, 21

Guided 35 1.4 2, 1, 3, 7, 5, 4, 6, 9, 15, 12, 10, 11, 13, 14, 25, 16, 17, 18, 22, 21, 19, 20, 24, 23, 26,

27, 28, 8

Evaluation

The learning assessment (final) is the weighted average of the following activities:

- 65% of the final exam all course material (which will be the official day scheduled for the Faculty)
- 20% of newsrooms and individual presentation
- 15% of problems

The final minimum to pass the course is 5 with a minimum score of 4 for the final exam. The final grade is the
weighted average of the scores of all the activities proposed during the course.

If the final overall rating is lower than 4, the student must repeat the course next year.

Students with a grade of 4 in the final exam and final rating between 4 and less than 5 may make an
examination of reassessment. This examination is organized by the Faculty during the session of exams.
Examination of reassessment given at most one point. If a student passes the exam reassessment, its global
final will be 5.

A student is considered "not evaluable" for the global final, if not involved in any activity evaluation. Therefore,
a student participating in one or more activities will be graded according to the results of these activities,
although not present in the final exam.

Evaluation activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning outcomes

Exercices 15% 1 0.04 19, 24, 27

Final exam 65% 2 0.08 2, 1, 3, 7, 5, 4, 6, 9, 15, 12, 10, 11, 13, 14, 25, 16, 17, 18, 22,

19, 20, 24, 23, 26, 28, 8

Writings and 30% 1 0.04 5, 9, 22, 19, 20, 24, 26, 28
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presentations
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